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Abstract In this paper we provide a survey of the sta-
tistical issues in medical fraud assessment. We discuss

different types of medical fraud and the type of fraud

data that arise in different situations and give a review

of the statistical methods that use such data to assess

fraud. We also discuss ”conspiracy fraud” and the asso-
ciated dyadic data and introduce Co-clustering meth-

ods which have not been previously considered in the

medical fraud literature. In so doing, we present some

recent work on Bayesian co-clustering for fraud assess-
ment and its extensions. Furthermore, we discuss po-

tential use of decision theoretic methods in fraud detec-

tion and demonstrate an example for evaluating fraud

detection tools.
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1 Introduction

The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines fraud as “the

use of false representations to gain an unjust advan-
tage”. Fraud can take many different forms. With recent

development of new technologies traditional forms of

fraudulent behaviour such as money laundering, phish-

ing or identity theft have become easier to commit and
have been joined by other kinds of fraud.

As noted by Li et al. [26], size of the healthcare sec-

tor and the enormous volume of money involved make

it an attractive fraud target. According to the National

Healthcare Anti-fraud Association (NHCAA), health

care fraud is an “intentional deception or misrepresen-
tation made by a person or an entity, with the knowl-

edge that the deception could result in some kinds of

unauthorized benefits to that person or entity.” [32]

In most developed countries, demographic changes

such as the increase of the median age have resulted in
increased health care spending [3]. For instance, total

U.S. health care spending reached 17.9 percent of the

GDP, 2.6 trillion USD, in 2010 [10]. According to U.S.

federal agencies, every year three to ten percent of this
spending is lost to abuse, fraud and waste ([9],[31],[39]).

Other estimates by government and law enforcement

agencies placed this loss as high as 10% or 130 billion

of dollars (see [31] and [32]). Asymmetry of informa-

tion between providers and patients, inelastic demand
for services, enormous money involved, the presence of

third party fees for service payments and unconditional

public trust in providers can be given as the main rea-

sons of this huge financial loss. In addition to the fi-
nancial loss, fraud also severely hinders the US health

care system from providing quality care to legitimate

beneficiaries. Therefore, effective fraud detection is im-
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portant for improving the quality as well as reducing

the cost of health care services [31].

Abuse and waste only differ from fraud by the de-
gree of the legal intent. Activities that are inconsis-

tent with established practices and result in unneces-

sary costs to the health care programs can be classified

as medical abuse. Failure to document medical records
adequately, providing unnecessary services and charg-

ing the insurers higher rates are among these activities.

Since it is difficult to know the intent for an activity,

distinguishing fraud from waste and abuse is a challeng-

ing task.

When speaking about fraud, a distinction has to be

made between fraud prevention and fraud detection.

Fraud prevention describes measures to stop fraud from
occurring in the first place [6]. In contrast, fraud detec-

tion involves identifying fraud as quickly as possible

once it has been perpetrated. In general, fraud detec-

tion comes into play once fraud prevention has failed.
In what follows, we will focus on statistical methods

for fraud assessment. Our focus will be on health care

fraud. The statistical issues in health care fraud are

valid for the assessment of medical waste and abuse as

well.

There is a dearth of literature dealing with health-

care fraud assessment. The systematic use of statistical

approaches in medical fraud assessment in the U.S. has
gained some momentum with the ”Health Care Fraud

and Abuse Control Program” in 1996. However, it was

not until recently that the efforts and resources put into

health care fraud have increased significantly. Increas-
ing budget deficits in the recent years have put more

spotlight on health care expenditures and increased the

efforts to decrease the health care spending by cutting

off the unnecessary payments using medical fraud as-

sessment tools.

Defining fraudulent behavior, detecting fraudulent

cases and measuring fraud losses in health care industry
is a difficult task [41]. Medical assessment efforts aim

to minimize the percentage of fraud with the available

resources. There is a trade-off between the costs of the

maximization of the correct identification of fraudulent

activities (true positives) and minimizing wasteful costs
for unnecessary fraud investigations (false positives).

Also medical fraud assessment can be studied distin-

guishing the main categories of prevention and detec-
tion. As we said before, prevention methods aim to de-

ter potential fraudsters. In fact, creating an anti-fraud

culture and improving internal compliance systems can

have long term effects against fraud. As pointed out
by [36], there are not many studies for measuring the

effectiveness of fraud prevention methods. While fraud

prevention describes the measures to stop fraud from

occurring in the first place, fraud detection involves

identifying fraud as quickly as it has occurred. In [26]

a comprehensive survey about the many statistical ap-

proaches that have been deployed against fraud detec-

tion is provided.

This paper is an attempt to review statistical meth-

ods used in medical fraud literature and present new

tools such as co-clustering, Bayesian approach and de-
cision theory which have not gained much attention in

this literature. After providing a discussion of the medi-

cal fraud data in Section 2, we focus on statistical meth-

ods for detecting fraudulent behavior in Section 3. In
particular, in §3.1 general techniques for mining high

dimensional data are presented. In §3.2 we concentrate

on co-clustering techniques applied to dyadic data and

we describe a Bayesian approach in §3.3. Application
of decision analysis tools in medical fraud detection is
presented in Section 4. This is followed by an overall dis-

cussion on potential research areas and final remarks in

Section 5.

2 Medical Fraud Data

Unlike e-commerce, credit card and telecommunications
fraud, where statistical methods have been commonly

used (see [8]) for fraud detection, there is limited re-

search in medical fraud assessment as a result of data

limitations. Until recently, it was very difficult for re-
searchers to access data sources especially because of

the privacy concerns. Data sets were not made pub-

licly available due to legal and competitive reasons [34].

Nowadays, governmental health organizations and pri-

vate insurance companies provide more opportunities
for researchers to access the medical data they possess.

The Research Data Assistance Center [37] is a CMS

(Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services) contractor
that provides assistance in using Medicare and Med-

icaid data for research purposes under certain condi-

tions. On another side project, CMS aims to combine all

Medicare and Medicaid data in one suite with the ”In-
tegrated Data Repository” and the ”One Program In-

tegrity” initiatives in order to increase the accessibility

and accuracy of the governmental medical data. This

source is only open to contractors as of now. It should

be noted that Medicare and Medicaid programs are lim-
ited to certain population groups such as people who are

over 65 or people who are below a certain income level.

Therefore, only one third of U.S residents have access

to these governmental programs. With these limitations
in mind, Health Care Cost Institute was founded by

researchers and some private insurers to understand

the drivers of health care costs and utilization using
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private insurance data (see [1]). This institute pub-

lishes annual reports using private insurance data [22].

Another institution which may provide researchers in-

formation about disease specific fraud patterns is the

CDC, i.e., the Center for Disease Control and Preven-
tion (www.cdc.gov). Despite all these improvements in

the transparency of the data, medical data sources are

still limited and hard to retrieve. In order to overcome

data availability issues, researchers can choose to work
with synthetic (simulated) data [4]. Recently, [51] eval-

uated the impact of using simulated data by comparing

real and artificial deception models.

It is important that syntethic data resemble insur-

ance claims since most raw medical data is available in
the form of insurance claims. A claim involves the par-

ticipating beneficiary (patient) and a service provider

(hospitals, physicians) and generally contains the at-

tributes of patients, providers and the claim itself. At-
tributes of a patient can be gender, age, medical his-

tory whereas the type and the location of facility are

among the attributes of a provider; see for example [33]

who considered data from a Chilean insurance company

about work incapacity. There are also identifiers asso-
ciated with each provider and patient. In the U.S., not

all identifiers are uniquely associated with a provider.

One physician can submit a claim using his own ac-

count or his hospital’s one. That is how fraudsters can
submit the same claim more than once by using dif-

ferent identifier codes. Therefore, new identifiers may

be required in analyzing the medical data [29]. In gen-

eral, fraud in health care context is classified into three

categories based on who conducts the fraud: provider
(hospitals, physicians) fraud, consumer (patients) fraud

and insurer fraud. U.S. law identifies the submission of

false claims, the payment or receipt of kickbacks and

self-referrals as provider fraud (see [23]). In addition
to these, up-coding (charging for a more expensive ser-

vice), unbundling charges (charging separately for pro-

cedures which are initially part of one procedure) can

also given examples of provider fraudulent activities

[26]. Consumer fraud are the cases that patients are
involved in fraudulent activities such as falsifying doc-

uments to obtain extra prescription or misusing their

insurance cards. Insurer fraud happens when insurers

falsify statements or they simply do not provide the
insurance they have collected premiums for.

In most industry practices, pre-processing of the

data takes most of the time of fraud detection (see [27]

and [40] for a relevant discussion). Main data issues

include choosing and transforming the attributes (fea-
tures) that are important for your statistical analysis

and handling missing values. Attributes used in fraud

studies can be numerical, categorical or binary type

of variables. In the context we are mainly concerned

in what follows, we refer to data originated in forms

of medical claims. We observe if a particular provider

(hospital, physician) provides service to a certain ben-

eficiary (patient). We transform this information to a
visitation matrix (VM) using binary values. Numerical

attributes of a claim such as the payment amount is

deemed to be very crucial since it is one of the deter-

minants of the cost trade-offs within a fraud investiga-
tion. Categorical attributes such as patient characteris-

tics (age, medical condition) and provider background

can provide information in revealing the heterogeneous

nature of claims data and these can be used in cluster-

ing.
Overall, modelling fraud based on available medi-

cal data is a challenging task. Fraud is a rare event as

there are always more legitimate claims than fraudulent

claims. More than 80 percent of the papers reviewed in
[34] has skewed data with less than 30 percent fraud.

The class distributions of fraudulent cases are dynamic

due to changing legal characteristics. In addition, be-

cause of the multiple styles of fraud happening around

the same time, the fraudulent cases are not homoge-
neous [18]. Legitimate claims have also changing pat-

terns due to heavy competition in health care industry.

Another issue is the presence of missing values in med-

ical data and absence of any systematic guidelines to
handle missing data. One of the widely used approaches

in industry is to remove the claim lines with missing

information which decreases the statistical power of an

analysis. Imputation, substitution of a missing value us-

ing an estimate retrieved by a statistical analysis such
as regression is another way of dealing with missing

values (for a deeper discussion see [26]).

3 Statistical Methods for Detecting Fraudulent

Behaviour

In this section, we discuss the statistical issues in med-

ical fraud assessment and present a review of fraud as-

sessment methods. Statistical methods have been used
against fraud in many different fields starting early 1990s.

However, fraud detection ideas have not been discussed

publicly to prevent the fraudsters from adjusting to

the detection methods accordingly. In [8], a compre-

hensive survey about statistical fraud detection meth-
ods used against money laundering, e-commerce fraud,

credit card fraud and telecommunications fraud is pro-

vided. As noted by Phua et al. [34] these include ap-

proaches such as artificial intelligence, auditing, dis-
tributed and parallel computing, econometrics, expert

systems, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms, machine learn-

ing, neural networks, pattern recognition and visualiza-
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tion. The review of [30] concentrates on the application

of data mining methods for financial fraud detection;

[14] provides a review of credit card fraud and detec-

tion techniques.

As we mentioned before, not enough academic at-
tention has been given to medical and healthcare fraud,

as confirmed by Phua et al. in [34]. One of the reasons

for this is the lack of publicly available data due to con-

fidentiality and privacy issues. Others include dynamic
nature of fraud and changes in legislation over time.

Statistical tools used for medical fraud issues generally

involve application of data mining methods as they are

beneficial when the data is complex and voluminous

to be processed. Li et al. [26] provides a review of the
application of data mining methods in medical fraud

assessment.

In general, the use of statistical methods against

fraud brings many challenges for several different rea-
sons. As we explained before, due to the high number of

beneficiaries involved and many types of services being

provided, data size is huge, usually in terabytes. Bene-

ficiaries and providers are not homogeneous since there

is a great variety in the services being provided and the
money amount involved. Legal systems and health care

procedures change frequently which lead to changes in

fraudulent and legitimate patterns.

There are many subjective decisions in health care
processes (see [35] for a discussion about the role of

subjectivity in medical context) that makes medical

fraud detection and statistical decision making difficult.

Despite all these challenges, governmental and private

organizations are more willing to share the data re-
sources nowadays and this leads to an increase in med-

ical fraud assessment research. However, the use of so-

phisticated statistical methods in health care fraud de-

tection has been relatively new. The following sections
provide a methodological overview of some of the more

sophisticated techniques to be adopted for approach-

ing this problem, and propose a new approach based

on Bayesian modelling and co-clustering of dyadic data

and decision theory.

3.1 Data Mining Methods

Capabilities of both generating, collecting and storing

data have been increasing dramatically in the last two
decades. In particular, databases are increasing in size

in two ways: (1) the number of records or objects in

the database and (2) the number of fields or attributes

to an object. Fraud detection usually has to deal with
the first source of dimensional increase. This explosive

growth in stored or transient data has generated an

urgent need for new techniques and automated tools

that can intelligently assist us in transforming the vast

amounts of data into useful information and knowledge.

Data mining, a step in the process of Knowledge

Discovery in Databases (KDD), is a method of un-

earthing information from large data sets. Built upon
statistical analysis, it can analyze massive amounts of

data and provide useful and interesting information about

patterns and relationships that exist within the data

that might otherwise be missed. Data mining appli-
cations have become more popular in health care in-

dustry, particularly medical fraud detection, because of

the increasing availability of big data (see, for exam-

ple, [24] and [50]). Moreover, the shift toward evidence-

based practice and outcomes research presents signifi-
cant opportunities and challenges to extract meaning-

ful information from massive amounts of administra-

tive data to transform it into the best available knowl-

edge to guide clinical practice. As we saw in the previ-
ous Section, healthcare has been no exception: modern

medicine generates a great deal of information stored

in the medical database. Extracting useful knowledge

and providing scientific decision-making for the diagno-

sis and treatment of disease from the database becomes
increasingly necessary.

As mentioned before, fraud detection in medical con-

text deals with the first source of dimensional increase,

i.e., the increasing number of records/objects in the
database. In fact, one of the basic problems addressed

by the KDD process within medical context is one of

mapping low-level data into other forms that might be

more compact, more abstract, or more useful. High di-

mensional data creates problems in terms of increasing
the size of the search space for model induction in a

combinatorially explosive manner. In addition, it in-

creases the chances that a data-mining algorithm will

find spurious patterns that are not valid in general. Ap-
proaches to this problem include methods to reduce the

effective dimensionality of the problem and the use of

prior knowledge to identify irrelevant variables as well

as using expert opinion.

The primary goals of data mining in practice are
description and prediction. Description focuses on find-

ing human-interpretable patterns describing the data,

whereas prediction involves using some variables to pre-

dict unknown or future values of the variables of inter-

est. Although the boundaries between prediction and
description are not sharp, the distinction is useful for

understanding the overall discovery goal. The relative

importance of prediction and description for particu-

lar data-mining applications can vary considerably. The
goals of prediction and description can be achieved us-

ing a variety of particular data-mining methods and

modeling techniques.
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Unsupervised classification methods are used to de-

tect potential deviations from the frequent patterns in

the absence of that information. The objective of unsu-

pervised methods in medical fraud detection is to find

claims which vary from the existing normal observa-
tions. As they do not require pre-labeled data, unsu-

pervised methods may serve as initial screening to list

the potentially fraudulent claims before domain experts

are brought in the investigation phase. As less transac-
tions are reviewed, the personnel cost decreases [25].

They are not dependent on a particular classified data

set, therefore they can detect changing fraud patterns.

Despite these potential advantages, there is a limited

number of attempts in medical fraud literature and
these methods are relatively untested in the literature

[8]. However, even basic unsupervised approaches may

prove to be beneficial when combined with the exper-

tise regarding discriminating features (see [12] and the
references therein). A cooperation between physicians,

statisticians and people involved in decision making is

essential both when the model has to be defined and

tuned as well as when results are to be analyzed and

interpreted.

3.2 Dyadic Data and Co-clustering

The emphasis of previous work in health care has been

on types of fraud committed by a single party. Li et
al. [26] point out that there is a newly emerging type

of fraud called “conspiracy fraud” which involves more

than one party. An important characteristic of conspir-

acy fraud is the need to deal with dyadic data con-
necting the involved parties. The important feature of

dyadic data is that it can be organized into a matrix

where rows and columns represent a symmetric rela-

tionship. In health care fraud detection the typical re-

lationship of interest is the one between a provider and
a beneficiary.

In statistics, clustering techniques are based on de-

composing a data set into groups so that the points

in one group are similar to each other and are differ-
ent as possible from the points in other groups. In [29]

it can be found how the use of clustering procedures

allows for geographical analysis of potential fraud as

input to his regression model to identify statistically

significant regions in terms of an independent variable.
In recent years, co-clustering has emerged as a powerful

data mining tool that can analyze dyadic data connect-

ing two entities. Such dyadic data are represented as a

matrix with rows and columns representing each entity
respectively. An important data mining task pertinent

to dyadic data is to get a clustering of each entity. Tra-

ditional clustering algorithms do not perform well on

such problems because they are unable to utilize the

relationship between the two entities. In comparison,

co-clustering [21], i.e., simultaneous clustering of rows

and columns of a data matrix, can achieve a much bet-

ter performance in terms of discovering the structure of
data [11] and predicting the missing values [2] by taking

advantage of relationships between two entities. Medi-

cal data consisting of providers’ claims for treatments

and/or services provided to beneficiaries, organized in
visitation matrices, represent a straightforward exam-

ple of it.

Another important issue in data mining aimed at

healthcare fraud detection is the identification of the

number of groups and co-groups within the population.
To the best of our knowledge, there are few attempts

in such direction, mainly inspired to social network ap-

plications [20].

3.3 Bayesian Co-clustering

One of the first work on Bayesian cluster analysis is

due to Binder [5]. An application of Bayesian cluster-

ing to longitudinal data is considered by [19]. Bayesian
co-clustering methods arise mainly in applications in

data mining and machine learning. For example, [7]

presents an example of latent Dirichlet allocation, and

[38] proposes a general framework where Bayesian co-

clustering models are seen as generative mixture mod-
eling problems where estimation is carried out using a

variational algorithm rather than Markov chain Monte

Carlo (MCMC) methods. An MCMC based solution is

presented in [45] and [46]. More recently, a Bayesian
nonparametric approach to the co-clustering based on

Dirichlet Process (DP) is proposed in [47], [48] and [49].

In what follows, we consider use of Bayesian co-

clustering methods for detection of conspiracy fraud. In

so doing, we present the Bayesian model proposed by
Ekin et al. [16] for describing and capturing the dyadic

dynamic that connects providers and beneficiaries. Co-

clustering enables us to group providers and beneficia-

ries simultaneously, that is, the clustering is interde-
pendent. On the other hand, the Bayesian approach

comes out to be very suitable to fraud detection, since

it allows for the medical knowledge required in order to

decide whether a claim is fraudulent or not to be taken

into account as a prior knowledge. The objective of the
proposed approach is to identify potentially fraudulent

associations among the two parties for further investi-

gation.

Following the Bayesian co-clustering framework in
[38], we assume that each row and column to have a

mixed membership respectively, from which row and

column clusters are generated. Each entry of the data
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matrix is then generated given that row-column cluster,

i.e., the co-cluster. Moreover, assume that we have I

health-care providers and J health-care service users

or beneficiaries. Let Xij be a binary random variable

representing if the provider i serves user j. In other
words, Xij is a Bernoulli random variable

Xij =

{

1 if provider i serves beneficiary j

0 otherwise
,

We have X = {Xij ; i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J}, a data

matrix of size I × J .

Assume that there are K clusters of providers and L

clusters of users. Membership probabilities are denoted

by π1k; k = 1, . . . ,K for row clusters and by π2l; l =

1, . . . , L for column clusters such that

K
∑

k=1

π1k =

L
∑

l=1

π2l = 1.

The latent variables Z1i and Z2j , i = 1, . . . , I, j =

1, . . . , J , denote membership to the row (provider) and
column (user) clusters such that Z1i ∈ {1, . . . ,K} and

Z2j ∈ {1, . . . , L}. Given π1 = (π1k; k = 1, . . . ,K) and

π2 = (π2l; l = 1, . . . , L), Z1i and Z2j are independent

discrete random variables.

Furthermore, given the latent variables Z1i and Z2j

, Xij ’s are Bernoulli random variables with parameter

θZ1iZ2j
, that is,

Xij |Z1i = k, Z2j = l, θkl ∼ Ber(θkl) (1)

andXij ’s are conditionally independent. The co-clustering

problem involves assignment of each Xij to a co-cluster

defined by the latent pair (Z1i, Z2j). The Bayesian
model involves specification of priors for the unknown

parameters π1, π2 and θ = (θkl; k = 1, . . . ,K, l =

1, . . . , L). We can assume independent Dirichlet priors

for π1 and π2 and independent beta priors for elements

of θ. More specifically, we have

π1 ∼ Dir(α1k; k = 1, . . . ,K), π2 ∼ Dir(α2l; l = 1, . . . , L)

θkl ∼ B(akl, bkl), k = 1, . . . ,K, l = 1, . . . , L.

Given data matrixX = {Xij; i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J},

the posterior analysis can be developed by using a stan-

dard Gibbs sampler (although this may not be com-
putationally efficient in some problems). The full con-

ditionals for θkl’s, k = 1, . . . ,K, l = 1, . . . , L, can be

obtained as (conditionally) independent beta densities

θkl|Z1,Z2,X ∼ B
(

akl +
∑

i,j

XijI(Z1i = k, Z2j = l),

bkl +
∑

i,j

(1−Xij)I(Z1i = k, Z2j = l)
)

whereZ1 = {Z1i; i = 1, . . . , I}, Z2 = {Z2j; j = 1, . . . , J} and
I(•) is the indicator function. The full conditionals of π1

and π2 are (conditionally) independent Dirichlet distri-

butions given by

π1|Z1 ∼ Dir
(

α1k +
∑

i,j

I(Z1i = k); k = 1, . . . ,K
)

,

π2|Z2 ∼ Dir
(

α2l +
∑

i,j

I(Z2j = l); l = 1, . . . , L
)

.

Finally, the full conditionals of (Z1i, Z2j) can be ob-

tained as

p(Z1i = k,Z2j = l|π1, π2, θ,Xij) =

θ
Xij

kl (1 − θkl)
1−Xijπ1k π2l

∑K

r=1

∑L

c=1
θ
Xij

rc (1− θrc)1−Xijπ1r π2c

.
(2)

The model presented above provides a straightforward

framework for medical fraud detection and investiga-

tion. In fact, the inference carried out observing the pos-

terior conditional distribution of Θ enables the user to

flag potential fraudulent association between providers
and beneficiaries, to be further investigated by decision

makers and people in charge with healthcare monitor-

ing and governance. In fact, observing the posterior dis-

tribution of Θ and coming back to the original data, it
is possible to see if any anomalous association among

providers and beneficiaries emerged. Moreover, poste-

rior inference provided by (2) highlights possibly latent

stratification among beneficiaries.

Further refinements and generalizations may be eas-
ily handled starting from the previously presented frame-

work. For example, count data instead of binary data

can be considered as output in the X matrix. In this

case the entities of the matrix may include the number
of times a beneficiary uses the services of a particular

provider over a period of time. Such information may

be more relevant in detecting fraud than just knowing

that if the beneficiary has used the particular provider’s

service. Also covariates may be included in the model
for predicting θkls and πi, i = 1, . . . , I. Moreover, a

modified algorithm allowing for dynamic clustering of

patients and/or providers is given by [17]. Such exten-

sions can provide a tool for dynamic monitoring of the
system over time, which detects “possibly fraudulent”

associations and behaviors to be further investigated in

a decision analysis.
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4 Decision Analysis for Healthcare Fraud

The focus of the statistical literature on health care

fraud has been mostly limited to developing methods

and algorithms to identify potential fraudulent claims.
As a result, other important areas such as fraud preven-

tion, fraud intervention and evaluation of fraud detec-

tion algorithms have not been given the consideration

that they deserved. As pointed out by [36], there is a

lack of evidence on the effectiveness of the health care
fraud intervention strategies.

Decision theoretic approaches and Bayesian ideas

have been considered in evaluation of fraud detection
algorithms in the machine learning and financial and

auto insurance fraud literatures. For example, [34] pro-

vide a discussion of performance measures used for dif-

ferent fraud detection algorithms using examples from
auto insurance fraud. In addition to the evaluation of

accuracy with error based methods, cost based met-

rics such as Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)

analysis are also considered in performance evaluation.

ROC analysis plots the costs of different true positive
(correct identification of fraud) and false positive (in-

correct identification or fraud) rates. In a review of fi-

nancial fraud detection methods, [30] point out that

the cost of false negatives (misclassifying a fraudulent
case as normal) is higher than the cost of false posi-

tives. These false negatives result in opportunity costs

associated with the medical education of the fraudu-

lent providers and construction of more complex poli-

cies against fraud. Decision analysis tools have been
considered in [44] for evaluating computer intrusion de-

tection systems. The authors present an integration of

ROC analysis and cost analysis to develop an expected

cost metric. In so doing, they also demonstrate how
decision trees can be used to combine these two tools.

A decision theoretic approach is considered in [43]

to address the question of which cases to inspect (or au-
dit) first for potential fraud given limited resources. A

utility based fraud detection model is proposed, provid-

ing rankings ordered by decreasing expected outcome of

inspecting the potentially fraudulent cases. Their out-

come is affected by the likelihood of fraud, inspection
costs and expected payoff. A more formal expected util-

ity based approach is introduced by [15] for optimal

auditing in auto insurance fraud cases.

The above decision-theoretic approaches or their ex-

tensions are applicable to healthcare fraud in address-

ing issues such as fraud prevention, fraud intervention

and evaluation of fraud detection algorithms. Although
Bayesian decision analysis have been successfully imple-

mented in supporting management decisions in health-

care organizations, in evaluation of healthcare providers

and in helping physicians in identifying effective treat-

ments (see, for example, [42]), these approaches have

not been considered in healthcare fraud literature.

4.1 A Decision Model for Evaluation of Fraud

Detection

Fraud detection and the following investigation activi-

ties are typically costly and they need to be done in an

optimal manner by using limited resources. Thus, eval-
uation of fraud detection tools (algorithms) is a crucial

task. Such evaluations can be performed by using a de-

cision analysis setup where the problem is represented

by a decision tree and the solution is obtained via com-

putation of the expected utility of the detection tool.

A typical fraud detection tool (or the algorithm)

provides probability of fraud in a given case. To intro-

duce some notation let PD denote the probability of

the event that the detection tool predicts fraud. Let us
define this event by DF and its complement by DF ,

that is, DF denotes the event that the tool predicts no

fraud and has probability (1 − PD). Given the proba-

bilities provided by the tool for the specific case (such

as submitted insurance claims), the decision maker has
to decide whether to perform a comprehensive audit of

the particular party involved in the case. We denote the

actions of audit and no audit by A and A respectively.

A particular choice is made and depending on if the
case is fraudulent or not a consequence is realized. The

decision maker’s probabilities of the case being fraud-

ulent (F ) or not (F ) depend on the detection tool’s

prediction. In other words, these are conditional prob-

abilities. More specifically, we define P1 = Prob(F |DF )
and P2 = Prob(F |DF ) which are referred to as the pos-

terior probabilities of F given the prediction. In other

words, we implicitly assume that prior to the predic-

tion by the detection tool, the decision maker had prior
probability p = Prob(F ) for the case being fraudulent.

Once prediction is provided by the tool, this probability

is revised accordingly to the posterior probabilities via

the Bayes’ rule

Prob(F |DF ) =
Prob(DF |F )Prob(F )

Prob(DF )
.

Note that in the above Prob(DF ) is simply PD which

can be written as

PD = Prob(DF |F )Prob(F ) + Prob(DF |F )Prob(F )

where Prob(DF |F ) is referred to as the sensitivity of

the tool and Prob(DF |F ) is referred to as the probabil-
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ity of false positive. Similarly in evaluating (1− PD) =

Prob(DF ) we have

Prob(DF ) = Prob(DF |F )Prob(F )+Prob(DF |F )Prob(F )

where Prob(DF |F ) is called the specificity of the tool

and Prob(DF |F ) is the probability of false negative.

The error probabilities Prob(DF |F ) and Prob(DF |F )

are also used in ROC analysis.

Given the prediction by the detection tool, the ac-
tion chosen by the decision maker and outcome of the

case collectively define the consequence. For example, if

the detection tool prediction is fraud and the decision

maker chooses to audit then the consequence depends

on whether the case is fraudelent or not. We denote
these consequences with the utility terms u(DF , A, F )

and u(DF , A, F ). The first term u(DF , A, F ) reflects

the benefits of correct prediction by the tool, correct ac-

tion by the decision maker and the cost of audit whereas
u(DF , A, F ) reflects the costs of audit and the false pos-

itive.

This sequential process can be represented by the

decision tree given in Figure 1 where all possible paths

associated with different combinations of decisions and

uncertain outcomes are illustrated. In Figure 1, the
chance node R1 represents the outcome of the detec-

tion tool. Based on the outcome (prediction), this is

followed either by the decision node D1 or D2 where

the decision maker chooses to audit or not and depend-
ing on the outcome of the case (reflected by the out-

comes of chance nodes R2, . . . , R5), a particular con-

sequence is realized. For example, the consequence of

path R1 −D2 −R2 is utility u(DF , A, F ).

The expected utility of the detection tool can be eval-
uated by rolling back the decision tree in the usual

manner; see for example [28]. This is achieved by tak-

ing expectations at the chance nodes and maximizing

expected utility at the decision node. For example, at

chance nodeR2 we compute the expected utility as

u(R2) = P1u(DF , A, F ) + (1− P1)u(DF , A, F ).

Similarly, at R3 we obtain expected utility u(R3) and

at decision node D2 the optimal action is chosen by
maximizing the expected utility, that is,

u∗(D2) = max{u(R2), u(R3)}.

In the bottom portion of the tree, expected utilities

u(R4) and u(R5) are evaluated and the optimal action
is chosen by maximizing the expected utility at D1.

This results in u∗(D1). Finally, the expected utility of

the detection tool is obtained at chance node R1 as

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

D1

D2

PD

(1 PD)

(1 P1)

P1

P2

(1 P2)

(1 P1)

P1

P2

(1 P2)

DF

DF

A

A

A

A

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

U(DF,A,F)

U(DF,A,F)

U(DF,A,F)

U(DF,A,F)

U(DF,A,F)

U(DF,A,F)

U(DF,A,F)

U(DF,A,F)

Fig. 1 Decision Tree for Detection Tool Evaluation.

u(R1) = PDu∗(D2) + (1− PD)u∗(D1).

If we have different fraud detection tools they can be

compared by using u(R1), that is, their expected utili-
ties. Alternatively, the decision maker can decide whether

to use a particular detection tool by taking into account

the cost of the tool. In this case, the utilities at the end

of each path of the tree will be revised to reflect such a
cost. Then the expected utility of the detection tool can

be compared with the decision maker’s expected utility

in the absence of the tool and the optimal action can

be obtained.

5 Conclusion

This paper provides a review of statistical issues in

medical fraud assessment. After providing a discussion

about different types of fraud, the nature of medical

fraud data and availability of data sources, main sta-
tistical issues and corresponding methodologies are dis-

cussed. Most of the commonly used statistical methods

include data mining techniques such as unsupervised

classification and clustering that are aimed for identi-
fying unusual patterns in data that may be indications

of potential fraudulent behavior. However, such tech-

niques are effective to deal with single-party fraud and
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are not suitable for conspiracy fraud that involves more

than one party.

The paper introduces co-clustering methods that

are suitable for analysis of dyadic data associated with

conspiracy fraud. Although such methods have been
used in data mining applications in areas such as mar-

keting, they have not been previously considered in

health care fraud literature. Since expert judgment is

essential in assessment of fraudulent behavior in many
cases, a Bayesian framework, which can incorporate

such subjective input into the analysis, is proposed.

In so doing, a Bayesian co-clustering algorithm is pre-

sented for binary dyadic data using MCMC methods

and its extensions are discussed.
The Bayesian methods provide a probabilistic as-

sessment of fraud and are capable of revising the prob-

abilistic assessments based on new data. Thus, using

efficient co-clustering algorithms Bayesian methods can
provide real time monitoring and analysis of fraudulent

behavior. In so doing, they also provide a formalism to

incorporate subjective expert knowledge into the anal-

ysis. As more government and private organizations are

becoming more open to share data sources, it will be
feasible to do such real time analysis and also to evalu-

ate performance of fraud assessment methods. As dis-

cussed in Section 4, decision analytic approaches can

be used for evaluation of fraud detection process. This
would also be helpful in developing an optimal strategy

for investigation and would minimize the costs.
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